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With the developments of Chinese private economy, private capital 
enters Chinese TV industry increasingly because of  promising profits. 
As combination of private capital and Chinese TV industry ，private 
TV company has a history of development about ten years. Private TV 
company has made much progress, however its situation is not good yet.  
Chinese TV industry is experiencing innovations, so both 
opportunities and threatens exist during this period. For Chinese private 
capital, it must make full use of opportunities to enter the Chinese TV 
industry before foreign capital does so. And so this question deserves a 
comprehensive research. 
This paper includes four chapters, which discuss the combination of 
the private capital and Chinese TV industry. 
In the first chapter, the writer states the reasonability and inevitability 
of private capital’s entry into Chinese TV industry on the basis of economic 
theory and analysis of Chinese TV industry’s characteristics. 
In the second chapter, the writer divides the history of Chinese TV into 
several stages. Moreover, the writer introduces the developments of private 
economy and Chinese TV industry. 
In the third chapter, the writer analyses the environments of different 
development stages of Chinese TV industry through using Porter’s theory, 
five competitive powers, and considering characteristics of Chinese TV 
industry. The writer aims to draw some conclusions of future developments 
of Chinese TV industry. 
In the last chapter, the writer draws some conclusions of 
recombination of private capital and Chinese TV industry through reading 














recombination of private capital and Chinese TV industry could be 
achieved by seizing the opportunities to reach four aims, namely improving 
present model, seeking new ways, raising funds widely and finding allies 
with a well understanding of the realistic difficulties. 
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